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The Fritillaria Group welcomes articles, short notes and 
photographs - especially of 

35mm transparencies, or 
on photo CD. lf possible, please send transparencies ahead of the 
copy to allow for scanning. Electroncially produced images will 
only reproduce well at a resolution of 300dpi. 

The cover photographs were both taken by Laurence Hill: 
Fritillaria ayakoane (front) and 

Fritillaria japonica (back) 

Last year was obviously a poor year for seed set and this 
resulted in the seed list having only 66 taxa compared with 
135 in 2004. We had only 22 donors last year compared with 
an average of almost 50 each year from 1999 to 2006. The 
quality and quantity of seed was also down, and there was a 
lot of chaff and non-viable material in some donations. No 
doubt because the list was so much reduced, requests for seed 
were correspondingly down: 62 last year against 127 in 2005. 
So what is going to happen this year? If you wield a small 
paint brush on warm spring days, you really can make a 
difference to seed set, especially if you have more than one 
clone available. A few minutes spent on this in the spring can 
result in the most satisfying seed pods later on. If you can, 
please encourage seed set, and please collect your seed and 
send it in. Only if you do will the seed exchange return to its 
former excellence. Pat Craven 

plants in the wild - line drawings, 
and other material concerning Fritillaria. 

Copy dates: I May and I October 
Articles are quicker and easier to handle if they are produced 
electronically, but typed and manuscript copy is also very 
welcome. 
Photographs should be in the form of 
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